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This year, we’ve seen some progress 
against COVID-19 but we still have a long 
way to go. The pandemic has seriously 
toppled our communities in devastating 
ways. With everything happening, it 
is positive to see our industry not only 
coping but thriving and meeting the 
increasing demands for metal packaging. 

In this year’s magazine, we are delighted to 
present some of the developments we have 
made to solve most of canmakers’ problems 
in production. There are also more exciting 
things coming for the coming months and that is 
something we are looking forward to sharing with 
you. In the meantime, stay healthy, live well and 
take care of yourself. Let’s keep looking forward 
to better days ahead.

Innosen Magazine Staff:

Editor-in-Chief: 
Jeniña Muñoz

Head Designer: 
Lois Abigail Ilo
 
Editor: 
Jeni Rose Lazarte

Need a quote?

Go to our website: 
https://www.innosen.com/contact 
 
or email us at:
info@innosen.com

By Jeniña Muñoz

Hello everyone, this is Nina, 
Innosen’s Editor-in-Chief and 
the marketing geek behind 
all our fun posts on Linkedin, 
newsletters and website. 
I hope you don’t tire from 
reading our articles and blogs 
as I write my best to provide 
you with my personal insights 
and thoughts of my journey in 
the metal packaging industry.  
Please stay tuned and be 
informed.
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in a nutshell
Our company’s mission is to help the 
metal packaging industry produce the 
best quality products with the least 
amount of effort, money and resources.

We make this happen by providing them 
innovative sensors that would minimize their 
production downtime and maximize efficiency.

Our history involves working closely with our 
partners to make sure we understand their needs 
before developing solutions for each specific 
problem. In fact, our sensors are products of our 
close and meaningful partnership with our clients. 
We always introduce our products with THEM 
and for THEM.
  
Innosen has been there to deliver solutions 
to production issues like the formation of  
double sheets, skewed sheets and missing tabs 
to name a few. With Innosen, no matter how big 
or small the problem is, it’s always a CAN do. 
 
What better way to help the metal packaging 
industry become more efficient than providing  
Innovative Sensors for their production needs?

Avoid downtime. Choose Innosen. 
Your Partner in Quality.
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All margin 
problems,  
one 
solution

DIRT ON SHEET MARGINS HURTING YOUR  
MACHINES AND YOUR PRODUCTION RATE?

SOLVE ALL YOUR MARGIN PROBLEMS WITH THE  

IS610 PLAIN MARGIN INSPECTOR

This sensor protects your welders from contaminated margins which cause 
weld wire breaks and badly welded cans.

TESTIMONIAL
“The IS610 improved weld quality, which degrades when 
contamination is present. It has increased overall  
productivity and efficiency in our production lines by  
preventing delays and downtime caused by the damage.“

Felimon Dexter Chua
Senior Vice President, Oriental Tin Can and  
Metal Sheets Manufacturing
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When double sheets occur, they cause serious problems. 
Aside from disrupting the production schedule, they also affect 
the quality of your products and add up to excessive metal 
spoilage. These sheets are not simple quality problems to be 
overlooked. 

DOUBLE SHEETS DAMAGE YOUR TOOLING 

Double sheets could damage the press tooling. The repair of this machine 
could be very costly and causes downtime!

DELAYS COST A LOT OF MONEY

When double sheets damage a machine, there is downtime. This results in 
less YIELD, late deliveries, overtime pay for the employees, not to mention, 
irate customers and worse - cancelled orders! 

DOUBLE SHEETS RESULT IN POSSIBLE RUSTING OF CANS  
AND CONTAMINATION OF CONTENTS DUE TO  
UNLACQUERED SHEETS

Lacquer is applied onto the sheet that forms the inside of the cans that will 
come into contact with the filling. This lacquer protects from corrosion, 
rusting, and contamination. Double sheets prevent proper application of 
lacquer on each one of them and you know what will happen next!

YOU RISK A BAD REPUTATION WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS
Imagine your customers receiving products of unacceptable quality, or 
worse, getting them into trouble due to contaminated products.

Prevent all these from happening by detecting double sheets, real-time 
all the time! The IS231 Double Sheet Detector detects double sheets, 
blanks, and ends at the unloader, coater infeed or outfeed, wicket oven 
outfeed, slitter infeed, sheet feed presses, and seamer. This ensures that no 
double sheet is left undetected, protecting your machinery from possible 
damage and customer complaints due to defective products.

Have you ever heard of the Retrospective-Reject? This means that our 
double sheet detector is a unique sensor because it automatically learns 
the correct sheet thickness and rejects a double sheet even if the first sheet it 
saw was a double! Isn’t that unheard of?

Image: Metal sheets in a factory

4 WAYS
that double sheets  
badly hurt your  
business
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12 3
OFTEN IMITATED, BUT NEVER EQUALLED

THE HOVERPROBE IS9650

Expertly measuring coating  
thickness with world class R&R  
for over 20 years
• The first and still the best in the market
• Fast, accurate & highly repeatable readings
• Floats quickly & easily on a cushion of air, 

without damaging the sheets
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7 Ways to Improve Your Coating 
Measurement Process

1. Check and replace probe tips regularly. Depending on use, every 4 to 6 
weeks, or sooner if a lot of tests are being done.

2. If using a Hoverprobe, park it at a specified corner of the test bed and 
ensure that it rests on a similar material to the specimen under test i.e, a 
square, flat, coated, sheet. This helps the tip to settle in a steady state. Never 
park the Hoverprobe on a cloth or a mouse mat.

3. REMOVE stray capacitance. Refer to the gauge user manual for 
instructions on how to carry out these functions. 

4. Make sure the cables and connections are always in good condition 
with the cables not coiled.  You should do this to minimize stray capacitance 
build up.

 
 

5. Clean the probe tip of the Hoverprobe everyday by wiping with a dry, 
lint-free cloth. Alternatively, place a sheet of clean plain white paper under 
the Hoverprobe, and pull it out by hand. These methods ensure good tip 
contact to the test piece. 

6. Do not miss your annual calibrations. This gives Innosen the opportunity 
to check in on your gauge to ensure your equipment performs at peak 
capability at all times.

7. Use a filter in-line with the air supply to protect the Hoverprobe air vents 
from being blocked by particles. NEVER drill the holes in the Hoverprobe to 
make them bigger. This will permanently ruin your probe beyond economic 
repair.

Coiled Cables Uncoiled Cables

IS9516 Probe Tips

IS9650 Hoverprobe
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The benefits of having a  
superior sheet alignment system

The superior sheet alignment system

Quicker and reliable changeovers essential to plant efficiency
The IS416 Sheet Skew Measurement System gives the operator immediate information about the 
correctness of position of the roll.

Improved process and increased plant productivity
⮚The IS416’s statistical data is available to be used as a basis for implementing performance  
improvement or planned maintenance downtime and focused training programs.

Faster production rates
Increase in line speed exposes you to risk of increased variations in sheet alignment. The IS416 can 
be used to overcome this problem by measuring increments in speed to attain faster production 
rates.

Sheet Skew Measurement System
IS416

Protects against poorly placed coating by 
detecting skewed (rotated) sheets at the coater.

Sheet Translation Measurement System
IS430 MK II

Adds protection against laterally displaced 
coating by detecting sheet misalignment at the 
coater.

Sheet Registration Measurement System
IS450

Adds protection against poor sheet registration 
by warning of sheet misfeeds  at the coater.

#
#

##

Image: Superior Sheet Alignment Setup
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Unlacquered CanUnlacquered Can

UNDETECTED  
UNLACQUERED  
SHEETS & 
CANS? 
We provide innovative solutions to prevent this 
problem and many more. With easy install,  
fully automatic, self-adjusting and  
self-calibrating sensors.

MISSING LACQUER DETECTOR
IS651

INVERTED BLANK DETECTOR
IS631

The IS651 Missing Lacquer Detector detects sheets that are not fully 
lacquered or varnished.

The IS651 works on all coloured lacquers including clear/transparent 
coating.

The IS631 Inverted Blank Detector is a self-calibrating sensor that helps 
prevent the occurrence of inside-out cans.

The IS631 detects colored lacquers as well as transparent lacquers.

NO WAY!
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3PC (Welded) Canmaking Process Tour
  Body Shearing Lacquering Curing Printing Curing

Fitting the Lid Beading Necking & Flanging Body Making Body Cutting

Palletizing Cannery Purchase Recycling  Body

Coil Unloader Coater Thermal (Optional) UV

SlitterRolling
& Welding

Body Blank

Coil

Side-stripe Lacquer

Filling
End Sealing
Cooking
Labelling

Start 

Start 
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3PC (Welded) Canmaking Process Tour
Problems per line:

1. Coil and Shearing Lines: Translated coil, sheet length variations  
(shorter/longer sheets)
2. Depalletizer/Destacker/Unloader: Double sheets
3. Coater: Double sheets, misaligned margins, contaminated margins, 
sheets with missing lacquer, increase cost due to lacquer overconsumption

4. Curing (Oven Wicket): Double sheets, margin contamination
5. Printing: Double sheets, misaligned prints
6. Curing (UV Oven): Uncured printed sheets
7. Slitter: Blunting of slitter blades because of double sheets,  
skewed sheets
8. Welding: Weld wire breakage, lacquer presence, downtime,  
inside-out cans, poor weld quality

Recommended sensors for each line:

1. Coil & Shear Lines
Coil Translation Measurement IS1270
On-line Sheet Length Measurement IS1260
Coil Missing Lacquer Detector IS691

2. Depalletizer/Destacker/Unloader
Double Sheet Detector IS231

3. Coater
Double Sheet Detector IS231
Sheet Skew Measurement System IS416
Sheet Translation Measurement System IS430 MK II
Sheet Registration Measurement System IS450
Missing Lacquer Detector IS651

4. Curing (Oven Wicket)
Double Sheet Detector IS231
Oven Logger for Welded Can Lines SL2000

5. Printing
Double Sheet Detector IS231

6. Curing (UV Oven)
Double Sheet Detector IS231
UV Logger IS310

7. Slitter
Double Sheet Detector IS231
Sheet Skew Measurement System IS416
Sheet Translation Measurement System IS430 MK II
Sheet Registration Measurement System IS450
Plain Margin Inspector IS610 

8. Welding
Inverted Blank Detector IS631



12 Advantages  
of Using this  
Flexible Enamel  
Rater

1. Built-in calibration resistors
These resistors allow the verification of the calibration and linearity before 
and after a batch has been measured, assuring that the gauge was OK 
during the test. 

2. Made of engineering plastics and Titanium
The gauge will look like new even after years of use. This is important to 
make sure customers get the right impression when they visit the quality 
laboratory.

3. Electrodes made of Titanium which is as 
inert as glass
The durability guarantees accurate results for many years.

4. Built-in voltage compensation
This feature makes sure that the voltage drop in the connection wires is 
compensated for when measuring bigger currents. This also ensures that 
the measurement always uses exactly the 6.3 volts and that the measure-
ments are more accurate.

5. Semi-automatic operation
When measuring a batch of cans or lids, there is no need to press 
any buttons on the control unit. Just fill the cans with electrolyte, put 
them on the stand, lower the arm and the measurement will be taken 
automatically.

6. Contact blocks made with carbide
The contact blocks will always stay sharp so there is no need to sand the 
cans to make a proper contact with the can body.

7. Contact verification
A major source of error is a poor contact between the electrode and the 
metal substrate of the can or lid. By having two contacts and by contin-
uously measuring the resistance between these contacts, we ensure a 
proper can-contact, thereby eliminating errors caused by a poor contact.

8. Option to blank the display during the 
measurement
This will make it impossible for operators to remove bad cans from the test 
series and to misrepresent the real quality.

9. Easy maintenance
Cables can be repaired/replaced by a factory electrician.

10. Level probe
The probe ensures that the cans are filled to the minimum required level 
before the measurement starts.

For aerosol cans:
11. Main electrode and the level probe are 
placed closely together
 This enables the system to also measure cans with a very small neck 
diameter.

12. Teflon splash guard
This prevents shorting between electrodes.

2021 Article
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Protect your machines
from damage by guarding 
them with Innosen sensors

99.9% Protection

Let our sensors do the work for you and it  
will be your best friend too.

Plain Margin Inspector IS610
Protects your welders from contaminated  
margins - also against drops of clear lacquer.

Tab Verifier  IS240
Detects double shell and missing tab on  
conversion press. Small and modular,  
compatible with both aluminium and steel.

Sheet Skew Measurement 
System IS416
Protects against poorly placed coating by  
detecting skewed (rotated) sheets at the coater.

OUR GATEKEEPERS

Every production line needs a GATEKEEPER
Gatekeepers are quality assurance sensors that make sure defective cans  
do not pass your production and don’t reach your customers!

2021 Product Highlight
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FA
Q

s
FRID

AY
#1 #3

#4

#2

What is a Rivet?

A rivet is the material that staples the ring pull or 
tab onto the end.

Are canned foods  
preservative-free?

The canning process of canned foods involves 
sealing it hermetically mostly through vacuum.
 
Once sealed, the cans undergo a heat treatment 
process that destroys all harmful microorganisms 
that cause the food to spoil inside the can. 

Because of this process, NO PRESERVATIVE is 
needed to prevent food spoilage.The inside of 
the can is also protected by a special layer that 
allows the food to stay fresh longer.  

What is the purpose of the ribs 
in a lid of a food can?

The lid ribs allow the can to grow. This is to make 
sure any increase in pressure does not damage 
the double seam.

By growing and having more volume available, 
the pressure in the can is kept under control.

The empty space in the can that is not filled with 
product is called the headspace. 
When the temperature of the can changes, the 
pressure inside that headspace also changes.

How do margins get dirty?

More frequently we see “grease” or tar from 
the ovens. As the sheets pass through the ovens, 
volatile organic substances evaporate from the 
lacquer. 

These substances can condensate in colder 
places of the oven where they slowly burn into 
a sticky kind of tar. When there is enough of it, it 
can drop back onto the sheets. It falls  
anywhere but could also fall right on the margin.

Tab Riveting Operation

Plain end shell

Rivet pin formed
from center panel

Tab fitted over rivet pin
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FEATURED PARTNER

José Combalía, S.A

FA
Q

s

José Combalía, S.A. is one of the oldest 
crown makers in the world. It was established by 
José Combalía Guasch in 1923 and is presently 
being managed by his 4th generation  
descendant, José María Planas Rodríguez. 
Because of its continuous success, the company 
moved its manufacturing facility in 2002 to 
Sant Feliu de Buexalliu – Skol Industrial Area. 
To give its customers the most reliable and top 
notch products, José Combalía makes sure that 
they have the latest technological equipment for 
crown making and that they have the necessary 
tools in ensuring their product quality. 

José Combalía 
Guasch
1923

José Combalía
Company
Building

Founder:

Partners in Quality

Give the highest standard for quality – this has 
been José Combalía’s pledge to their customers 
since their establishment. Furthermore, they 
prioritize in giving the best service response and 
environmental efficiency – a commitment not all 
companies hold. 
Innosen has been a dedicated partner of José 
Combalía for 17 years now, responding to their 

quality needs and helping their production run 
smoothly. Their partnership began when Javier 
Borque Marcén of José Combalía discussed a 
project with Innosen’s Lars Skade about sensors 
that could solve their problems with missing seals 
on their crowns. This project was successfully 
executed and resolved the problem of José 
Combalía. Since then, Innosen has been there 
for the company whenever they have problems 
concerning sheet quality. Innosen has also been 
assisting them in formulating the best solutions to 
specific, complicated yet solvable problems they 
encounter in their production. 

Sensors that sense your needs

José Combalía had used vision systems and a 
range of generic sensors to detect missing seals 
on crowns. Unfortunately, none of these systems 
fixed the problem. Missing seals on crown caps 
were later found to be a result of sheets with 
missing lacquer. The company then decided to 
install Innosen’s missing lacquer detectors in 
2002  and only then was this problem resolved. 

Finishing Touches

Today, almost a century after its 
foundation, José Combalía continues to 
make every effort to provide its customers 
nothing but the best can making products. 
With millions of crown caps produced in 
a year, it is guaranteed that no product 
is left without a seal of quality from José 
Combalía. 

Innosen is truly honored to have been 
part of José Combalía’s success and to 
become their partner in quality. Today, 
more Innosen sensors have been installed 
in José Combalía’s plants, not only to solve 
production issues but for a more efficient 
process.

Other sensors installed on 
their lines:

IS651 Missing Lacquer Detector
IS231 Double Sheet Detector

IS641/51IS231
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The quality of the product you make is greatly dependent on the quality of the 
tools/sensors you use. Producing a can is easy but producing one with quality 

your customers will accept needs quality sensors.

Innovative sensors not only make quality sensors but help create an efficient 
process and positive production yield. 

The core characteristic of Innosen sensors is quality. This is reflected in the 
ingenious versatility of each system that makes sure you get the value you 

deserve and paid for.

These sensors were designed from partnerships with can makers. You can 
now say that these sensors know exactly how to solve production issues whilst 

ensuring an uninterrupted process.

QUALITY MAKES  
QUALITY


